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FIXED PULVERIZER 

• The reinforced MCP-IT structure is designed to last forever 
and makes the tool extremely functional to operate on the ground. 
In addition, it facilitates the crushed material drop off increasing 
efficiency.

• The 2 different jaw plate available 
ensure a perfect fit with the specific job. 
The CRP plate, with a single tooth, grants 
higher penetration on tough concrete 
and is indicated for primary demolition. 
The PP plate, with double teeth, maximizes 
productivity and is mostly used for 
secondary demolition.

• The interchangeable parts, like teeth plates and blades, ensure 
quick and easy maintenance.

• The Speed-Valve reduces opening 

and closing time boosting productivity.

PLATE PP

PLATE CRP

BT.MCP-IT.04

MODEL MCP600-IT MCP800-IT MCP910-IT MCP1000-IT MCP1300-IT

EXCAVATOR WEIGHT t 11-18 18-27 28-38 39-50 60-90

TOOL WEIGHT * kg 1050 2200 3100 4200 8000

OPENING mm 620 830 1000 1150 1300

HEIGHT MAX. mm 1600 2070 2400 2700 3250

CRP PLATE

PP PLATE

HYDRAULIC WORKING 
PRESSURE bar 280-320 280-320 280-320 280-320 320-350

OIL FLOW l/min 100-180 180-220 220-280 280-320 500-600
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A fixed head pulverizer is the ideal tool for secondary demolition 
on the ground. Its interchangeable plates have become a landmark 
in the industry and are designed to grant high productivity and 
easy maintenance. Its principal job is to crush concrete in order to 
separate the metal reinforcement bars.

TECHNICAL DATA 

We are constantly improving our products and therefore we reserve the right to change the design and technical specifications without prior notice.
* Tool weight does include Mantovanibenne top bracket.      Not available             Available




